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INVITED SPEAKERS

Keynote Speakers

Exploiting Uncertainty and Error to Accelerate Simulations
David M. Nicol

The Richness of Modeling and Simulation and Its Body of Knowledge
Tuncer Ören

Advances in e-Science and e-Research: e-Infrastructures for Modelling and Simulation
Simon Taylor

Modelling for the Complex Issue of Groundwater Management
Anthony John Jakeman

SIMULATION TOOLS AND PLATFORMS

Full Papers

Rate-based Simulation of Coke Calcination in Rotary Kilns
E. M. Elkanzi, F. S. Marhoon and M. J. Jasim

Mechatronic System Optimization based on Surrogate Models - Application to an Electric Vehicle
Moncef Hammadi, Jean-Yves Choley, Olivia Penas and Alain Riviere

Elastomeric Seismic Isolators Behavior at Different Pads Thickness
Gabriele Milani and Federico Milani

Simulation of Shallow-water Flows in Complex Bay-like Domains
Yuri N. Skiba and Denis M. Filatov

Observations of Discrete Event Models
Gauthier Quesnel, Ronan Trépos and Éric Ramat

A Simple Efficient Technique to Adjust Time Step Size in a Stochastic Discrete Time Agent-based Simulation
Chia-Tung Kuo, Da-Wei Wang and Tsan-sheng Hsu

A Model-driven Approach to Build HLA-based Distributed Simulations from SysML Models
Paolo Bocciarelli, Andrea D’Ambrogio and Gabriele Fabiani

A Simulation-based Scheduling Strategy for Scientific Workflows
Sergio Hernández, Javier Fabra, Pedro Álvarez and Joaquin Ezepeleta

SimCore: A Library for Rapid Development of Large Scale Parallel Simulations
Sunil Thulasidasan, Lukas Kroc and Stephan Eidenbenz

Short Papers

Simulation and Multi-Objective Optimization of Vacuum Ethanol Fermentation
Jules Thibault, Rubens Maciel Filho, Martina O. S. Dias, Tassia L. Junqueira, Otavio Cavalett, Charles D. F. Jesus, Carlos E. V. Rossell and Antonio Bonomi
Process-oriented Discrete-event Simulation in Java with Continuations - Quantitative Performance Evaluation
*Antonio Cuomo, Massimiliano Rak and Umberto Villano*

A Really Simple Explanation of Policy Punctuations? - Interdependence, Complexity, and Policy Punctuations
*Florian Prange and Sören Serritzlew*

A Framework to Provide Real Time Useful Knowledge in E-Learning Environments
*Ángela Nebot, Francisco Mugica and Félix Castro*

Modelling Passengers Flow at Airport Terminals - Individual Agent Decision Model for Stochastic Passenger Behaviour
*Wenbo Ma, Clinton Fookes, Tristan Kleinschmidt and Prasad Yarlagadda*

Reusing Simulation Models for Weapons Effectiveness Analysis
*Kangsun Lee and Taesup Kim*

*M. Mansour*

Automatic Design Optimisation of Pharmaceutical Tablets using PDEs
*Norhayati Ahmad, Gabriela González Castro and Hassan Ugail*

A Structuring Mechanism for Embedded Control Systems using Co-modelling and Co-simulation
*Xiaochen Zhang and Jan F. Broenink*

Enhancing the Performances of D-MASON - A Motivating Example
*Michele Carillo, Gennaro Cordasco, Rosario De Chiara, Francesco Raia, Vittorio Scarano and Flavio Serrapica*

A Model for Simulation of Application and Resource Behavior in Heterogeneous Distributed Computing Environments
*Per-Olov Östberg*

A Meta-Model for DEVS - Designed following Model Driven Engineering Specifications
*Stéphane Garredu, Evelyne Vittori, Jean-François Santucci and Paul-Antoine Bisgambiglia*

OPN-Ont: Object Petri Nets Ontology Tool
*Lynda Dib and Fouad Bousetouane*

Simulation of Protection Mechanisms against Botnets on the Basis of “Nervous Network” Framework
*Igor Kotenko and Andrey Shorov*

**POSTERS**

An Approach to Implementation of Physical Simulation Models
*Shpakov Vladimir*

Simulative Model and Multicriteria Optimization of Truss Beam in Super-Large Columns at High Temperature
*Yanzhen Liu, Hong Gao and Jinsheng Sun*

Simulation of Real-time Data Grid Systems via DGridSim Simulator
*Safai Tandoğan, Mustafa Mijdat Atanak and Atakan Doğan*
Two Modes of Scheduling in a Simple Economic Agent-Based Model
Sarah Wolf, Steffen Fürst, Sophie Knell, Wiebke Lass, Daniel Lincke, Antoine Mandel, Jonas Teitge and Carlo Jaeger

A Fast, Efficient Multi-Direct Forcing of Immersed Boundary Method for Flow in Complex Geometry
Anyang Wei, Hui Zhao, Jin Jun and Jian Ren Fan

A Combined DTA Approach for Road Network Robustness Analysis
Minwei Li, Henk J. van Zuylen and Huimin Wen

SysML Parametric Models for Complex System Performance Analysis - A Case Study
Nga Nguyen and Hubert Kadima

Enhancing the RAMSAS Method for System Reliability Analysis - An Exploitation in the Automotive Domain
Alfredo Garro and Andrea Tundis

Modeling Cell Populations in Development using Individual Stochastic Regulatory Networks
Pawel Bednarz and Bartek Wilczynski

Poster
Parametric Study of Complex Liquid Flow in a Centrifugal Pump Consisting of an Impeller, a Volute and a Diffuser
Guyh Dituba Ngoma, Walid Ghie and Nicolas La Roche-Carrier

APPLICATION DOMAINS

Full Papers
Simulation of Backflow in Automotive Body Assemblies
Jaedeuk Yun, Sungchoon Lee, Jianhui Fu, Jungwoon Lee, Yoongho Jung and Sungbae Park

Hybrid Simulation Approach for Prospective Assessment of Mobile Stroke Units
Anatoli Djranatliev, Peter Kolominsky-Rabas, Bernd M. Hofmann, Axel Aisenbrey and Reinhard German

Machine Modelling for Transient Stability Analysis in Distribution Grids - A Comparison of Synchronous and Induction Machine Models in Medium and Low Voltage Grids
Johannes Weidner and Lutz Hofmann

Plant Level Framework for Material Flow in a Nuclear Reprocessing Facility
Hyo Jik Lee, Won Il Ko and Han Soo Lee

Simulation of Photovoltaics for Defence Applications - Power Generation Assessment and Investigation of the Available Integration Areas of Photovoltaic Devices on a Virtual Infantryman
Ioannis Paraskevopoulos and Emmanuel Tsekleves

Dynamic Simulation of Opioid Misuse Outcomes
Alexandra Nielsen and Wayne Wakeland

Optimizing Energy using Probabilistic Routing in Underwater Sensor Network
Sanjay K. Dhurandher, Mohammad S. Obaidat, Abhishek Gupta, Prateek Gupta and Siddharth Goel

XVI
SHORT PAPERS

The Improved SSR Electromagnetic Simulation Model and Its Comparison with Field Measurements
Xiaorong Xie, Yipeng Dong, Kai Bai, Xun Gao and Ping Liu 419

Job-shop Problems with Objectives Appropriate for Train Scheduling in a Single-track Railway
Omid Gholami, Yuri N. Sotskov and Frank Werner 425

Optimizing Operation Costs of the Heating System of a Household using Model Predictive Control Considering a Local PV Installation
Cosmin Koch-Ciobotaru, Fridrik Rafn Isleifsson and Oliver Gehrke 431

Flatness based Control of a 2 DOF Single Link Flexible Joint Manipulator
E. D. Markus, J. T. Agee, A. A. Jimoh, N. Tlale and B. Zafer 437

POSTERS

Strategic and Standardized Simulation of a Distribution Network - A Case for a Drugstore Company in Mexico
Homero H. Contrera, José Pablo Nuño, Eric Porras and Eduardo Zelaya 445

Practical Considerations for Enabling a srTCM Behavior in Opnet Modeler
Pana Flavius and Put Ferdi 449

SPECIAL SESSION ON COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT SIMULATION-DRIVEN ENGINEERING DESIGN OPTIMIZATION AND MODELING

FULL PAPERS

Managing Model Fidelity for Efficient Optimization of Antennas using Variable-resolution Electromagnetic Simulations
Slawomir Koziel, Stanislav Ogurtsov and Leifur Leifsson 457

X-FEM based Topological Optimization Method
Meisam Abdi, Ian Ashcroft and Ricky Wildman 466

Challenges in Applying Optimization in the Design of Continuous Processes - Case: Collaborative Optimizing Design of Pulp Fractionation Process
Mika Strömman, Ilkka Seilonen and Kari Kaskinen 472

Trawl-door Performance Analysis and Design Optimization with CFD
Eirikur Jonsson, Leifur Leifsson and Slawomir Koziel 479

Transonic Wing Optimization by Variable-resolution Modeling and Space Mapping
Eirikur Jonsson, Leifur Leifsson and Slawomir Koziel 489

Microwave Design Optimization Exploiting Adjoint Sensitivity
Slawomir Koziel, Leifur Leifsson and Stanislav Ogurtsov 499
SPECIAL SESSION ON APPLICATIONS OF MODELING AND SIMULATION TO CLIMATIC
CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

FULL PAPERS

Use of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps for Climate System Stability Analysis
Carlos Gay Garcia and Iván Paz Ortiz

Simple Fuzzy Logic Models to Estimate the Global Temperature Change Due to GHG Emissions
Carlos Gay Garcia, Oscar Sánchez Meneses, Benjamin Martínez-López, Angela Nebot and Francisco Estrada

Prediction of PM2.5 Concentrations using Fuzzy Inductive Reasoning in Mexico City
Angela Nebot and Francisco Mugica

Rings in the Gulf of Mexico and Stochastic Resonance
Benjamin Martínez-López, Jorge Zavala-Hidalgo and Carlos Gay Garcia

SPECIAL SESSION ON HEALTH APPLICATIONS

FULL PAPERS

MetSim: A Simulation Decision Support Tool using Meteorological Information for Short-Term Planning of Hospital Services
Paul Harper, John Minty, Sujit Sahu, Bernard Baffour and Christophe Sarran

Sensitivity Analysis in Bed Capacity Studies including the Medical Staff’s Decision Making
Cristina Azcárate, Julio Barado and Fermín Mallor

How to Build an Agent-based Model to Assess the Impact of Co-payment for Health Services
Angela Testi, Michele Sonnessa and Elena Tilmanni

AUTHOR INDEX